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Get Ready for the
Ultimate Awards
Experience

CATEGORY SPONSORS TO DATE:

CATEGORIES 2021
See the “How to Enter” document online for details of each category

1. RLI Future Project

7. RLI Most Innovative Marketing Campaign

2. RLI Most Anticipated Opening 2021

8. RLI Retailer of the Year

3. RLI Most Innovative Retail & Entertainment
Project

9. RLI Most Innovative F&B Concept

4. RLI Best Placemaking Scheme

11. RLI Developer

5b. RLI International Shopping Centre New Build

12. RLI Designer

5a. RLI International Shopping Centre Renovation

13. RLI Interior Excellence

10. RLI Entertainment & Leisure Operator

6a. RLI International Outlet Centre New Build
6b. RLI International Outlet Centre Renovation

Celebrating Excellence
London, UK

Dubai, UAE

Los Angeles, US

Since inception, the Global RLI Awards have paid tribute to the very best
in the world of retail and leisure having taken place in London, Dubai,
LA and more recently virtually over the last 15 years and despite the
exceptional circumstances in which the world found itself in last year, RLI
celebrated its fifteenth anniversary by hosting a virtual awards ceremony
celebrating retail excellence across the globe in a way like never before.
The awards continue to strive for excellence in an industry where the
boundaries are always being pushed and now, more than ever, it is essential
that we continue to collaborate and recognise achievements and groundbreaking projects around the world. After all recognition is a powerful
way for the retail and leisure industry to continue forward, even when it
feels like a standstill.
2020 gave us a unique opportunity to pause and reflect on our businesses
and fast forward transformation strategies that were much needed in a
fast changing environment enabling us all to be more proactive, there has
never been a better time to innovate and re-imagine ourselves and our
companies. RLI are continuing to adapt and evolve to meet the rapidly
changing needs of the industry.
This year the Global RLI Awards will be a Hybrid event, combining a “live”
in-person ceremony with a “virtual” online component, merging the
power of face-to-face with the extensive audience reach that comes with
a virtual element, one event two experiences.

RLI’s esteemed panel of highly-respected business leaders from around
the globe will judge nominations for the awards categories on their merit
and positive impact on the market.
To be held live on 23 September 2021, the Global RLI Awards will
celebrate the most visionary and innovative retail and leisure concepts
from across the globe. The retail and leisure industry is exciting, dynamic
and innovative, and the awards pay tribute to those companies that
continue to push the boundaries; who are not afraid of the challenges
that they are presented with; and who refuse to settle for anything but
the very best.
The phrase “Necessity is the mother of invention” has never been
more apt - Retail will reinvent itself once again and we will look back on
Covid-19 as a catalyst for some of the biggest changes the world will go
through, the birth of big ideas and transformations and at the event we
will honour the most visionary and innovative retail and leisure concepts
from across the globe.
This is an industry that prides itself on meeting challenges head on with
innovative thinking and a positive, can-do attitude. One thing that has
been very clear during my extensive travels over recent years is that, for a
company with the right attitude, the world is full of opportunities.

Why Sponsor The Global RLI Awards?

2020 Virtual Awards

RLI Team

EXPOSURE - Benefit from high profile branding to the international
retail and leisure industry before, during and after the event.

ENTERTAINMENT - Delight your clients at the most exciting event in
the global retail and leisure sector.

NETWORKING - Meet major players and decision-makers within
some of the world’s leading organisations.

COVERAGE - Gain valuable coverage in RLI through Awards-related
advertising and branding, editorial commentary, supplements and postevent write-up.

CREDIBILITY - Increase your standing through association with the
world’s only global retail and leisure magazine - and the leading global
awards event in the industry.

RECOGNITION - Gain recognition as the market leader in your area
and associate with an award that complements your company.

OPPORTUNITY - Create new business opportunities through
high-profile brand presence among current and
potential customers.

KNOWLEDGE - Educate a highly influential audience of retailers, leisure
operators, developers and management companies about your products
and services.

BENEFITS
2021 RLI Events will be hybrid providing limited and exclusive
partnership opportunities. Our landmark events will provide a select
number of organisations with the opportunity to share in the success
of the event brand both pre and post event as RLI maintains its
successful relationship with our partners.

GLOBAL RLI AWARDS HEADLINE PARTNERSHIP | £30,000
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
• Personal introductions to Investors, Retailers, Leisure / Entertainment Operators etc.
• A dedicated E-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as our Awards Partner.
• We will work with you in the lead up to the event to continue to heighten your profile internationally.
Company logo and credits in all Awards promotion until the
event, including:
• Logo to appear in a full page advertisement in each issue of RLI leading up
to the event as from the main Announcement
• Company logo, profile and web link on RLI Awards website homepage
until after the event
• Credits in editorial coverage in RLI
• Credits in email campaigns
• Logo on all invitations
• Logos and branding on all marketing collateral, including: RLI website,
Table Booking forms, Advertisements in RLI
• Global RLI Awards Banner highlighting the Partnership to be used across
all social media platforms
• One Deal-Making package in premium location at RLI Connect Global
2021 (Worth £5000)

High profile at the Global RLI Awards Gala Dinner evening to
include:
• Premium Table for 10, including wine, in a prime location at the Global
RLI Awards Gala Dinner
• Corporate company video
• Credits in the script
• Company logo on AV presentation throughout the evening
• Logo and credits in Dinner Programme distributed to all guests
• High profile branding throughout the evening
• Inside front cover advertisement of the Dinner Programme, with
adjacent page profile
• Opportunity to distribute literature and/or gifts at the Awards
presentation evening
Post Event:
• Press Release
• Inside front cover advertisement of the Awards Winners supplement,
distributed with the main RLI magazine issue to over 85,000 retail and
leisure professionals globally and hosted on the RLI Website which
attracts on average 300,000 visits each month
• Full list of guests/attendees

ENTERTAINMENT SPONSORSHIP
£25,000

AWARDS CATEGORY SPONSORSHIP
£7,500

• Your logo to appear in a full page advertisement in each issue of
RLI – Retail & Leisure International Magazine leading up to the event
• A dedicated E-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as
our entertainment sponsor
• Company logo and web link on RLI Awards website homepage until
after the event
• Logo recognition in all pre-event emailing and marketing within
RLI – Retail & Leisure International magazine on booking forms and
How to Enter brochure
• Logo on event banners and sponsor boards
• Table for 10 people at the dinner with wine, close to the stage
• Logos on all audio visual introductions/presentations
• A4 full-colour advertisement in the dinner programme
• Special Credit and Thanks before the Entertainment with
2 minute video
• One Deal-Making package at RLI Connect Global 2021 (Worth £5000)
• Branding in ‘The Winners Brochure’ which will be sent out digitally to
85,000 retail and leisure professionals globally and hosted on the RLI
website which attracts on avaerage 300,000 visits each month.
• Full list of guests/attendees

• Your logo to appear in a full page advertisement in each issue of RLI –
Retail & Leisure International Magazine leading up to the event
• A dedicated E-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as
our latest category sponsor
• Table for 10 people at the dinner with wine, close to the stage
• Sponsors one minute video
• Most senior person to present the award
• Company name on the awards
• Full list of guests/attendees
• Logos and branding on all marketing collateral, including: RLI website,
nomination and table booking forms, Advertisements in RLI, email
shots to database at least once every three weeks
• Company logo on AV presentation throughout the evening
• A4 full-colour advertisement in the dinner programme this will be sent
to our 85,000 email database prior to the event and placed on everyone’s
seat at the live event
• Branding in ‘The Winners Brochure’ which will be sent out digitally to
85,000 retail and leisure professionals globally and hosted on the RLI
website which attracts on avaerage 300,000 visits each month.
• Full list of guests/attendees

www.rli.uk.com/awards

